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ABSTRACT

The ovelrepresentation of certain ethnic and socioeconomic status individuals ol1 court dockets and in priSons
has prompted sharp criticisnn of the various proponents of the
moclern day judicial system. From this conflict/pluralist
perspective, the current Study focused upon one of these proponents, the probation officer, ini an attempt to determine
whether or not racial or other social biases were perhaps
being transmitted to the court in the forrn of presentence
report recoínmendations'
Data" were collected f rorn otìe hund.red and f orty-eight
presentence reports, a1l of rvhich were ordered and presented
in the Yukon Territory during the year 1980. Bighteen independent vari¿¡-bfes were chosen for study and were categorized
extralegal (race ùge; sex; rnarital status; dependents;
education; employment status ; occupation; income; and
alcohol/drug abuse) or le8al (offence type; of:tence severity;
prior criminal recorcl; prior probation; alcohol related
offence; presiding Judge; defence counsel; and the probation
The dependent variable, of course, was the probaofficer).
tion

of f icer's recomrrìendation.

This information was subjected to both bivariate
analysis and multivariate analysis" The bivariate analysis
results indicated that race ciid not influence the presentence
report recommendations of Yukon probation officers, but that

two other socia-l (extralegal) variables, namely marital
status and employment status, did perhaps influence recommendations. The multivariate analysis, which controlled for the
Iegal variables, also revealed that race did not influence
the probation officer's recommendations. The multivariate
resultS indicated that, irl faet, only one extralegal variable, namely employment StatLlS, influenced recommendations"
It was concluded that probation officers in the Yukon
Territory did not exhibit racial or other social biases rvhen
making presentence recommendations to the court and that this
viev¿.
study failed to lend support to the conflict/pluralist
In fact, the results of the current research suggested that
overrepresentation may welI be explained by greater criminal
activity on the part of certain ethnic and socioeconomic

status individuals, nore in keeping with modern
theory.
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CHAPTER

I

Statement of !he Problem

Native people are overrepresented in the Canadian prison
population. Although this fact is in itself not nevr', the

exact f igures are indeed staggering. Indiirn and }trorthern
Affairs Canada statistics indicate that while Natives (both
Status and Non-Status combined) constitute approximately
three percent of the national population, they make up nine
percent of our prison population a three fold overrepresentation (Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop-

This figure appears high when compared to
rnent, l9B0) .
statistics in the eastern provinces but is in fact low relative to the rate of overrepresentation in rvestern Canada"
This current survey indicates that Natives (both status
and nonstatus) represent thirty-Seven percent of N{anitoba's
a nine fold overrepresentation (Ibid,
prison population
Saskatchewan I s inmate population is
Similarly,
37).

ten fold overrepresentation (Ibid, 37). Alberta figures reflect a twenty-three
percent Native priSon population a nine fold overrepresentation (Ibid, 37). British columbia's Na"tive prison popula-

comprised of forty percent Natives

a.

tion drops to fourteen percent. Horvever, the percentage of
Natives in the general population of British Columbia also
drops and we are left with a seven fold overrepresentation
1-

37>" The same survey reveals a sixty-seven percent
Native prison population in the Yukon Territory. The Yukon,
hov¡ever, has a general Naiive population of twenty percent
for a prison overrepresentation figure only stightly above
(Ibid,

the national average (Ibid , 37) "
similarly, our court dockets reflect an overrepresentation of other disadvantaged and lower socioeconomic status
indivj-duals. Richard Quinney, using American data, (1970)
discrepancies involving âgê, race and social
He found, for examPle, that
class of those convicted.
Negroes tended to be convicted more often and to receive

cites judicial

severe sentences more often than their white counterparts '
sirnilarly Terence Thornberry (L979) suggests that not only do

of the lower socioeconomic strata have higher crime
rates, but in fact blacks and lorver socioeconomic status
members tend to receive harsher sentences than their
counterparts. In his recent study of juvenile delinquents,

members

(Lg7g) found that lower class offenders were
than their higher
more 1ike1y to be dealt with officially
Timothy carter

socioeconomic status counterparts'

The obvious question of why certain individuals are
Statistics has prompted explanaoverrepresented in official
tions

rooted in

thought.

First

two schools of

traditional

sociological

of a1l we have the consensus theorists

rvho

would Suggest that Native and lorver Socioeconomic individuals
2

commit crimes at a relatively

more likely

to eventually

higher rate and are, naturally,
receive a prison sentence"

number of studies have shown that official

A

arrest and con-

this higher rate of
deviance (Schmeiser, L974; Bienvenue and Latif, 7974; Hagan,
1,g74; Hindel&Dg, 1g7B; Royal Canadian l/tounted Police, "M"

viction

statistics

tend to affirm

Division, Uniform Crime Report, 19Bl). Various factors have
been attributed to the consensus assumption such as:
differing cultural values (James , L979); a- general negative
attitude towards authority (skoog, Roberts and Bo1dt, 1980);
a higher rate of alcohol and drug abuse among minority
peoples (Schmeiser, Ig74; Cosper and tr{ozersky, 1968): and
the overrepresentation of disadvantaged, Iower socioeconomic
Status individuals in higher crime rate, deteriorated areas
Charles Reasons, itl
of our cities (Forslund, f970).
discussing a. variation of consensus theory which he refers to
approach, explains that
order/assimilationist
attention is focused on the members of minority groups and
that the assumption is made that these members need to become

as

the

better adapted to the standarcls of the dominant group" The
behaviour and attitucles of the dominant group are therefore
seldom examined very closely (as quoted and discussed by
Hylton, l9B0).
A more popular recent view of the situation, horvever, is
that taken by the conflict theorists rvho focus upon the
3

various "agents of the criminal justice system, who act more
swif tly and ha-rshly torvards those at the bottom of the socioeconomic heirarchy than towarcls those at the top." (Forslund,
7g7O: 2L6). Reasons, discuSsing such problems from what he
perspective, suggests that the
calls the conflict/pluralist

realiza-tion of the aims and aspirations of subordinate groups
through large scale structural change is necessary if liberation and self-control are to be achieved (7977)"
Since social scientists have always taken great delight
in attacking society's "sacred cows", the latter school of
thought has dominated the literature in recent years"
Naturally, the position rvithin the system with the rvidest
range of discretionary power, that of the Judge' was the
to be scrutinized regarding disparity in dispositions'
As a result, extensive sentencing training programs have been
set up throughout canada and the united states. carter and
wilkins, (1971), pointed out that disparity in judicial disfirst

position continued to exist and suggested that the total
,, judicial
community and its socia-I SyStem" be investigated "
Holland and Johnson also stress ttris point since "discretionary decisions are rnatle about offenders of aIl ethnic backgrounds at every important stage of processing through the
criminal justice system" (L979: 223)'
Asmightbeexpected,numerousattemptshavebeenrnade
over the years to find the answer to the question of dis4-

positional

Studies have focused upon the influen-

disparity"

cial role of various rnembers of the judicial
as the police (pifliavin

and Briar , L964;

community such

Black and Reiss,

the prosecuting attorneY (Rubin,
l97O; Lundman, L979);
LgTg; Gautier, r9s0); the defence attorney (Yfheeler and
I{heeler, 1980); psychiatrists and psychologists (Holland and
IIolt , t976); social workers (Holland and Johnson , L979);
and finally,

the probation officer (carter L966; Carter

and

Wilkins , L97L).

In actual fact, none of the above play a more singly
important role in helping the court arrive at an appropriate
the main reason being
decision than the probation officer;
that the probation officer is the person responsible for compiling the Presentence Report. Considered by many to be the
most important ciocument in the entire sentencing procedure
(Keve, L962; Carter, 1966; Spica, L97B; Fennell and Hal1,
19BO), the presentence report generally takes the form of

a'

sociolegal history of the offender, usually culminating in
a recommendation for disposition (Hagan , I974) " This document, which can be requested by the Judge, the prosecutor, or
the defence attorney, provides the probation officer with a
direct,

influencial

to the bench'1

pipeline

Evidence of

1 In the Yukon Terri tory presentence reports are recluested in
approximatelY ten percent of cases before the courts.
5

presentence report influence has been documented in

numerous

studies which conclude that despite the variations in courts,
and regardless of the direction sf the recommendation, there
exists a high rate of agreement between presentence report
dispositions
recommendations and corresponding judicial
(Jarvis, 1965; Carter, Lg66; McWilliams, 1968; Ford, I972;
Hagen , Lg74; Thorpe and Pease , L976). It should logically
ollow then, &s carter and ll/ilkins (Lg7l) suggest, that any
biases on the part of the probation officer, transmitted to
the bench through the presentence report, might well result
f

in sentencing disParitY"
Holland and Johnson point out that, "when the detrimental effects of imprisonment are considered, it would be unfortunate for any offender to be recommended for incarcera-

tion by any decision maker without appropriate iustification"
(1979). It . is therefore important that we investigate the
probation officer for evidence of racial or any other biases'
This question is also vital since the degree of professionalism and credibility of the probation officer have become
Carter and Wilkins
irnportant to the judicial process '
suggest that probation officers focus upon their client's
character, famity situation, and previous record when
deciding upon recommendations rather than the client's own
current situation (1967)" Treger points out the absence of
mutual colleague supervision necessary in order to minimize
6

of subjective l¡iases into presentence
reports (1971)" These factors "tend to render the presentence
report not an objective evaluation but a persuasive communithe infiltration

cation" (Gabor and Jaywardene, 197B: 19)"
carter and IÏilkins (L97L) make a. plea for further
research into the probation officer's decision rnaking process. Although, as Hagan found, much has been written about
the effectiveness of probation, there exist few empirical
studies relating to the presentencing responsibilities of the
probation officer.

This study has focused upon a select geographic aTeã,
the Yukon Territory, and analyzes the variables ivhich
j-nfluence the probation officer's recommendations to determine rvhether racial or any other biases affect his judgement.

-7

CHAPTETì I

I

of the .Literature
"The role of the probation officer has never been fully
defined. He came on the Scene to fiII a void in supervising
Revi-erv

a probation program, and later his role was expanded to
include the investigatory function in the sentencing procedure. He has been caught in the eclectic debate over rvhether
the primary goal in sentencing is rehabilitative and individualistic or exemplary and uniform. " (Imlay and Reid , 1975:
16-17). In orcier that the reader may more fully appreciate
the role of the present day probation officer and more fully
understand the focus of this particular study, a brief
historical note is presented at this point "
Although probation, in even its most basic concept, can
only claim a brief trvo hundred year history, there is documented evidence dating back one thousatrd years that the
tradition of certain death as ttre result of a- criminal conviction v/as on the way out. Hailed aS perhaps the father of
a, rudimentary proba-tion system, Anglo Saxon King Athelstane
(A.D, 895-939) decreed that "men should slay none youn¿eÏ
than a f if teen rvinter's man'r and apparently Suggested that
such individuals should become the responsibility of "kindred
or the Bishop". Atirelstane did however qualify this reprieve
by endorsing the ultimate breach action in that "if he steal
B

again, let men slay him or hang hirn aS they do his elders"
(coug1an, 1963)"

By the fourteenth century, English

1aw had begun to
reprieve,

recognize

the

principal

of

common

judicial

the rvithholding of sentence on the condition

good behaviour.

Wþen democracy and

the rights and dignity of

man begatl to receive increased recognition

rnath of social revolution

of

during the after-

in late eighteenth and early nine-

teen century England, probation

had its

true

beginnings

Statutory acknowledgement was finally
achieved under the summary Jurisdiction Act of L879.
Probation's development in the United States followed
much the same pattern as it did in England. In 1841 a Boston
(McGrath, 1965).

shoemaker roy the name of Augustus John began acting aS

a

surety and provided a" form of supervision for a number of
released offenders. Before he died, irI 1859, Augustus John
had single handedly bailed out nearly two thousand persons
(Ti-mashef f , 1941) " Partiatly as a result of the rernarkable
rvork done by this one man, legal recognition of this practice

the united States was achieved as early as 1865
(Sutherland and Cressey, 1966). Horvever, probation was not
accepted as an official sentencing option until the enactment
in

of the Federal Probation Act of 1925.
Reflecting the Same basic concern voiced by Athelstane
back in the tenth century, Canadian interest in proba"tion
appears to have originally focused upon the rvelfare of
I

children.
tencing

Probation per se first
alternative

became available

Delinquent's

Act

This option did not

come

under tlre Juvenile

(canada) in 1908 (Couglin, L962)"

as a sen-

into use in the criminal courts of canada until

I92L.

Historically, probation means "release v¡ith supervision"
(couglin, L962: 170); horvever, it should be noted that today
a probation order need not include a supervisory provision.
The probation order has become a vehicle by which the court

can levy certain recognizant conditions that may not necessi-

tate direct supervision. In comparison to incarceration, a
probation order of almost any description can be seen as the
more lenient sentencing alternative " Horvever , if the proba"tion officer is to adhere to the increasingly popular
"rehabilitative and individualistic" approach to corrections,
as referred to by Imlay and Reid, the probation order must be
Seen as a tool in the rehabilitation process rather than &
sentencing end in itself.
Hence the role of the probation officer
changed over the years.

has indeed

For decades the probation service

was recognized solely for its supervisory utility.

However

as the court'S focus slowly changed from the offence to the
of f encler, the need f or extralegal input becatne obvious. As
United States Justice Cardoza observed in 1950; "the conviction is gaining ground that there can be no adaptation of
means to ends without knorvledge of lnany things that lawyers
l0

have at times neglected,
social,

economic, ethical

in Chandler ,

L952)

"

rvithout scrutinY of many forces,
(reprinted

aS rveIl as legalistic"

The probation service,

ir

effect

a

social service a,Tm of the justice systern, was the obvious
agency to involve in the presentence investigation of offenders and the presentence report, the perfect form in which to
present extralegal infolmation before the bench'
Use of the presentence report can be traced back to the

early 1920's in both Canada and the United States' However,
the original investigations were haphazardly conducted and
these reports were infrequently requested until L946 v¡hen
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32(C)(f) standarCized the
the American procedure (Fennelt and HalI, l9B0). This Rule,
which required probation officers to prepare reports on all
defendants, unless directed otherwise by the court, was
supported by. the lg49 decision in lVilliams vs. Nev¡ York in
rvhich the suggestion was made that; "a sentencing iudge must
have complete information about every aspect of the offender's life in order to

make an accurate

diagnosis and choose

an effective sentence" (Fennell and l{all, 1980 ). Similarly,
in Canada, the quality of both the presentence investigation

and the ensuing report were improving and the probation
officer was establishing his credibility with the courts'
The information contained in these reports became
increasingly useful to the variety of individuals charged
11

with the fate of a particular offender " The preselìtence
report not only serves as a guide for the sentencing judge
but it also assists the probation officer himself in case
supervision, should the probation option be chosen" In the
case of a gaol sentence the presentence report has proved to
be invaluable to classification and correctional staff in the
design of an appropriate rehabilitation program. The presen-

tence report contains inforrnation useful to the }trational
Finally,
Paro}e Board and subsequently the parole officer.
and hopefully not the least important, "it can be utilized

as

a source of pertinent information for systematic researclt"
(

Carter,

1966

:

39 ) .

By far the tnost controversial component of what ideally
should be a factual, obiective profile is of course the pro-

bation officer's subjective opinion rvith regard to recommendations for .sentence. For years the question of whether or
not the probation officer should make specific recommendations in this regard has been debated in courts of varying
jurisdiction throughout the Canadiiln provinces and the United
Although the present general consensus is to
States.
enCourage recommendations, the reagtion varies from courtS
rvhich accept only the rnost subtle of suggestions (Harris,
IgTg), to jurisdictions which clearly request recommendations
(Larkins , Lg72>, to the implementation in some areas of a
standard form list

of "check-off recommendations" (Reichert
L2

'

" I{owever, tro rnatter how appropriate the probation
officer's recornmendations may be deemed, the question arises
from time to time as to who is actually sentencing and the
obvious ans\,r/er iS, of course, that the Judge and only the
Judge must be Seen to pass sentence (Turner, 1968; Kimmerly,
L976>

Le79)

"

To date the nature of this relationship between the pro-

bation officer and the Sentencing Judge has been responsible
for a majority of the empirical interest shown in the presentencing process.
ând by far the larSest probation study yet
attempted, the San Francisco Project, was carried out in
California between 1964 and 1966. This study involved a
comparison of the presentence recommendations and the corThe first

responding dispositions for Some five hundred consecutive
cases. The data revealed an extremely high rate of agreement
betiveen the two variables. For example , àt the Circuit Court

Ieve1, recommendations for a probation disposition were
accepted in an average ninety-four percent of cases while
recommendations against a probation disposition met with
eighty percent agreement. At the California Superior Court
level, recommendations for probation met with ninety-six
percent agreement (reprinted in Carter and lVilkins, 1-97I).
Although the San Francisco Project did not provide a1l the
answers, it has Sparked acaderûic interest on both sides of
1Õ
ITJ

the Atlantic

In 1965, Jarvis provided a British perspective to the
question of recommendation-disposition correlation" Using a
sample of two hundred and seventy cases from the CornwalI

Quarter Sessions Court, h€ cliscovered that in those cases
where probation was recommended an agreement rate of seventy
percent existed and th¿t where probation was not recommended
the rate of agreement was eighty-six percent (Jarvis in
Grygier, Jones and spencer, 1965). This study was only to be
the beginning, aS several replications were soon to follow.
For example, io 1968, IlcWilliams sampled one hundred
seventy cases before the London Quarter Sessions and discovered an overall rate of agreement of seventy-three percent

(Hine, MclViIIiams and Pease, L979).
similarly, Ford, also using à London-oxford sample,
found an overall rate of agreement of eighty percent (Ford,
L972)

.

studying what they refer to as the "take up rate" by the
courts of presentence report recommendations, Thorpe and
pease revier,¡ed. some trvo hundred Nottingham and Kent cases and
observed a- seventy-eight percent agreement overall (Thorpe
British data appear fairly concluand Pease , L976: 393).

sive,

when

one considers that, until very recently, only

a

small Port ion of the British bench acknowledged recommendations made by the probation officer (Harris , 1979).
L4

In L974, Hagan, iû an attempt to explain the overlepresentation of Natives and lower socioeconomic status individuals in Alberta prisons,
recornmendat ions

.

also examined presentence report

He found an average rate

of agreernent

officers and Judges in Alberta of seventynine percent (Hagan , 1974) " Although the unfortunate absence
of other similar Canadian data" makes it difficult to specuIate as to horv representative Hagan's figure is on a national

betrveen probation

scale, it appears to concur with both British and

American

statistics.
One thing becomes very clear from the results of these
the rate of agreement between presentence
six studies
report recommendations and corresponding judicial dispositions is universally high. This brings us full circle,
through the relevant literature, to the question of whether
or not the probation officer expresses his personal biases
through the rnedium of the presentence report to a degree
v¡hich might compromise the final disposition'

In 1966, Carter challenged social scientists rvith a number of questions regarding "what Specific biases or
prejudices are displayed by probation officers" in the course
of their presentence investigation and the direction of those
biases (Carter, 1966: 42) A number of proiects have ansrvered this challenge by
focusing upon both the Iegal and extralegal variables which

15-

in

are taken into consideration
making process

the presentence decision

"

The extra-Iegal factors which have been shoivn to have

influence

upon the probation officer

an

are, of course, race

, Lg74; Holland and Johnson, 1979; Thornberry, 1979);
age (Scott, 1969; Curry, L975); marital status (Lohman, \{ahl

(Hagan

Scott, 1969); education
and Carter, L966; Norris, L969;
(Lohman, wahl and carter , 1966; Norris, 1969 ) ; employment
(Lohman, IVahI and carter, 1966; Norris, L969; Curry ' !975);
and income l-evel (Lohman, wahl anrl carter , 1966; Norris,
1969;Hagan,Lg74;Curry,1975;Thornberry,1979)"
The Iegal variables (offence severity and criminal
record) seem to be by far the most significant in terms of
influencing the probation officer (Lohman, wahl and carter,
1966; Norris, 1969; Scott, Lg72; Hagan, L974; Holland and
Holt, Lg76; Holland and Johnson, 1979). In fact, the legal
variables play such all influencial role that they tend to
rnask the true sociological picture. It should be noted that,
in orcler to sidestep this problern, the current research
practice is to control for the Iegal variables in order to
obtain a more accurate assessment of the role of the extraSuch a" technique usually results in
legal variables "
reducing the extent of extralegal

influence

often to the

point rvhere several studies concluded that dispositions lvere
unaffected by either race or socioeconomic status (Thorn16

berry , L979) "
Horvever, by using the sane technique, three separa'ue

studies revealed evidence of decision rnaking bias in terms of
race and socioeconomic status. In 1973 Thornberry rePorted
the results of an examination of dispositional
Philadelphia

birth

cohort study.

After

data from the
controlling

for

seriousness of offence and delinquent history, he learned
that "when the two legal variables were held constant, the

racial and socioeconomic status differences did not rlisappear. Blacks and lower socioeconomic status subjects were
more likely than whites and high socioeconomic status subjects to receive severe dispositions" (Thornberry, 1973: 97)'
After subjecting the same data to Goodman's technique of loglinear analysis in his L979 study, Thornberry similarily
reported that "when seriousness, prior record and socioeconomic status were held constant, blacks were significantly

more likely than whites to receive more severe dispositions"
(Thornberry, LgTg: 170). Also in L979, Holland and Johnson

reported the findings of their research which focused upon
presentence recolnmendations made by mental health clinicians
and social caservorkers on behalf of ivhite, chicano and black
offenders. Acknowledging the role that "both the volume and

seriousness of current iIlegal behaviour" play in the recommendation proceSS, the authors decided to control for these

two legal variables (HoIIand and Johnson, L979: 230).
L7

The

results of the multiple discriminate analysis which they then
employed indicates that the clinicians and the' caservorkers
discriminated; contrasting whites rvith the two ethnic
minority groups. In a Canadian context, Hagan applied path
analysis to data gathered from questionnaires administered to
Alberta proba.tion officers. He concluded that "the related
influences of race and socioeconomic status remained modest,
but stubborn in their apparent causal influence" on probation officer's recommendations, even rvhen the lega1 variables
of current offence, number of charges and prior record lvere
held constant (Hagan , 1974: 116). Hagan attributes this probation officer bias to what he refers to as "a pessimistic
group image" which he feels the probation officer has of
Native and poor offenders (Hagan, 1974: 116) ' He in turn
attributes this image to the fact that Native and lov¿er
socioeconomic offenders recidivate at a higher rate than
their counterparts and the fact that the probation officer
may be held accountable for a degree of this recidivism' Of
the four authors, Hagan is the only one who proffers an
explanation for racial and social bias in presentence recommendations.
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CHAPTER

III

Hypotheses

The stage is clearly
gation into this question.
an ideal setting

Canadian investi-

set for further

The Yukon Territory

appears to

be

in which to carry out such research, with

its clearly defined geographic boundary and

a-

large number of

rvorkers and Indians both of rvhom are grossIy
overrepresented in the Whitehorse Correctional Centre popula-

blue collar

tion (Government of Yukon, Department of Justice,

l9B0).

In

of this factor and the material reviewed thus far,
the question arises aS to whether or not the Yukon probation
officer has an adverse influence on local sentencing pro-

the light

cedure.
(1

)

Three testable hypotheses logically

A high r¿te of agreement exists
recommenda.tions and judicial

follow:

between presentence
dispositions

in

the

Yukon TerritorY.

(2)

of racial bias can be found in the presentence recommendations made by probation officers in the
Some measure

Yukon TerritorY"

(3)

of other social biases can be found in
the presentence recommendations made by probation
some measure

officers in the Yukon Terri totY.2
2 Other social biases rviIl be clearlY
metlrodologY section of this study
19

def ined

ln

the

CHAPTER IV

Study Setting

The Yukon Territory has a population of twenty-five
thousand people, Seventy percent (seventeen thousand) of rvhom
reside in !/hitehorse, the Territorial capital and Government
seat.

The balance of the population is distributed

among

thirteen rural communities (varying in size from one hundred
to sixteen hundrecl people) and various service locations the
length of the Alaska Highway. Yukon Health records indicate
a Registered Indian population (referred to in the Yukon
Territory as Status Natives) of twenty-five hundred (Government of yukon Department of Tourisrn and Bconornic Development,
19BO). The Council for Yukon Indians has compiled a registry
of a similar number of Non-Status Natives or Nfetis (Council
for Yukon Indians, l9B0). Hence, Natives malce up twenty percent of the total Yukon population" The overall Yukon population is also relatively young, sixty three percent being
under thirty-five

years of a1e (Government of Yukon Depart-

rnent of Tourism and Bconomic Development, 1980)'

Although much of the turn-of-the century colour has long
since f aded, the Flome of the l(londike can stiII boast that

mining is its major industry. Mining (primarily lead/zLnc,
copper, gold and silver) , transportation (the f amous tJlhitepass raillay and trucking line), communications and construc20

of the full

tion account for one third

time labour force

and Federal) and the ser-

rvhile the Government (Territorial
vices industry make up the balance.

The average unemployment

rate stands at ten percent, the second highest in Cana-da'3
Two points should be kept in nind when analyzing Yukon employment figures.
Government payroll

to salaried

First

are classified

emPloYees.

one third

of all,

Wage

of the large

aS wage earners as opposed

earners include highvray main-

tenance v¡orkers, shop vJorkerS, and general government Services operations and maintenance employees, while most administrative
employees.

and clerical

are categorized aS Salaried

Staff

Secondly, the majority

ployment is of an unskilled,

of casual, seasonal

labour oriented nature '

em-

These

trvo f actors help ref lect more accurately tlre blue coIlar
population. (Government of Yukon Depa"rtment of Tourism and
Economic DeveloPment' 1980).

The court system in the Yukon Territory is quite
straight forward. It consists of trvo courts of differeut
jurisdiction; the Yukon supreme court and Yukon Territorial
while the supreme court handles indictable matters
(maximum penalty of rnore than $5OO fine or six months im-

court.

an unIt is notable that December 1980 figures ofrevealed
percent,
B
20.
employment rate in the Yukon Territory
record high rate for
higher than any other province and a"
irrã yukon (Governmeni of Yukon Econornic Research and
Planning Unit , l9Bl ) "
2L

prisonment or both) exclusÍvely and provides the option of

jury trials, Territorial Court handles aIl slrromary of f ences
( maximur,r penalty of $500 f ine or six months imprisonment or
both ) as well as inctictable rnatters by the expressed choice
of the defendant. The Supreme Court employs one full time
resident Judge and occasionally engages the services of
Deputy Judge from either Alberta or British Columbia"
Territorial court, equivalent in jurisdiction to Provincial
Judge's court, ernploys two ful1 time, resident Judges, âs
a"

rvell as the occasional Deputy Judge, also f rorn Alberta or
British Columbia. Territorial Court also employs, on a norninal basis, forty-six Justices of the Peace (lay Judges) rvho
preside over less serious surnmary offences in Whitehorse and
each of the rural communities. It should be noted that

court handles by far the heaviest
caseload and. is responsible for the majority of the decisions
that will be revier'¿ed for the purpose of this study.
Yukon Probation Services, âr agency of the Yukon Terri-

whitehorse Territorial

torial Government, is based in v/hitehorse. During the l9B0
calendar year, the time frame chosen for this study, Yukon
Probation Services ercptoyed one Chief Probation Officer (in
operation), one Senior
Probation officer (in charge of special programs and rural
offices), five Iine probation officers based in lVhitehorse,
one probation officer based in lvatson Lake (population 1400)
charge of the total Yukon Territorial

22

icer based in lr{ayo (population 500 ) .
The primary responsibilities of the total staff are the
supervision of those persons receiving a probation order from
the Courts, the implemeniation of a variety of community programs Such as an Impaired Driver Education program and a
and one probation

of f

Community Work Service program

and, of course, the prepara-

tion of presentence reports upon request.
The Yukon Territory is policed exclusively by members of
the Royal Canadian Ìúounted Police with division headquarters
in lVhitehorse and rural detachments in eleven communities.
Correctional facilities in the Yukon Territory consist
of R. C . },f . Police lock-up cells situated in each of the trvelve
detachments, and the Whitehorse Correctional Centre, a medium
security institution
twelve of

rvhom

designed to accomodate sixty residents,

might be held in a maximum security

aTea"

CHAPTBR V

IlethodologY

The sample chosen for this study is comprised of one
hundred and forty-eight presentence reports representing the
total number of presentence reports prepared for both the
Yukon Supreme Court and Yukon Territorial Court between I
January, 1980 and 3l December, 1980. It should be noted that
the same basic format is followed for a1l presentence reports
both at the investigation stage and at the writing stage (see
organLzation guidelines in Appendix f)" Generally, the information obtained as a result of one or more personal interviews rvith the defendant is verified through a- series of

relevant community contacts; the R.C.M"Police information is
revierved; and the report is prepared.
In analyzing the presentence reports, certain variables
were noted and recorded on a- standardized data collection
sheet (see Appendix 2) " As discussed under the literature
review Section of this study, variables have been categorized
as either extralegal vari-ables or tegal variables. The extralegal variables chosen for this study are: race (either
Native or Non-ltrative);4 age (by year); sex (male or feBoth Status Natives and Non-Status Natives are included
in the category Native. First of all, this method rvill
be consistent with that followed in the various Government
surveys. secondly, Yukon Non-Status Natives (Metis) do
not iäentify themselves as strongly as their prairie proThis fact makes thern virtuallY
vince counterparts.
for
official purposes.
impossible to identify
24

male); marital status; dependants; education (by grade); employment status; occupation (a variation of Edward's Social
Economic Grouping

of Occupations aS described by Hagan, 1974:

L72); income; and alcohol/drug abuse. The legal variables
chosen are:

to

maximurn

offence type; offence severity (scaled according

possible sanction as directed by the Cri'minal

Code

of Canada); prior criminal record (as per Canadian PoIice
Inf orrnation Centre computer printout ) ; prior prolrati-on (as
alcohol related offence; pre-

per Probation Services files);

siding Judge; defence counsel; probation officer;

the proba-

tion officer's recommendation; and the final disposition.
methodology employed in this study
The statistical
focused on three main areas. First of all,

it was decided

that a preliminary descriptive analysis of the data would
give a general overvierv of the presentence report procedure
in the Yukon Territory.

Hopefully it would answer such ob-

vious but interesting questions as: which Judge is requesting presentence reports, what type of charges result in presentence report requests, regarding what type of individual

are presentence reports prepared, who is preparing the presentence reports, and what type of recommeÌldations are being
made

by the probation officers?

It was decided that a

one

way frequency distribution subprogram, available through the
25

Statistical

Package for Social Sciences (S.P.S.S'),

would

be

the appropriate method of obtaining answers to these
questions (Nie et al. , lg75: 194).5 Compound questions
regarding relationships betrveen certain variables such as:
which Judge is requesting presentence reports for what type
of charges, who is preparing the presentence reports on what
type of individual for what type of charges, and what type of
recommendations are being made by rvhich probation officers
were dealt with by means of cross tabular analysis. A

c1'oSS-

tabs subprogram available through tire Statistical Analysis
System (S.A.S", L97g) rvas chosen rather than one available
through S.P"S.S. simply because, âs v¡ill be explained later
in this study, the S.A.S. package provides the multi- variate
model best suited

to this

data set.

In orcler that the

measures of association be standardLzed between bivariate

multivariate analysis it was decided to follow
the S.A.S. model for both procedures.
It should be pointed out that although the type of descriptive data resulting from the frequencies run and tlle
crosstabs run is not directly relevant to the hypotheses

analysis

and.

A general operating mocle Was chosen in this case because
the general mode produces tables for all types of variables as opposed to the integer operating mode which operates onfy bn variables rvhose values are a1l numeric integers (Nie et aI. , L975: L94)"
26

under study, it

cloes give the researchers, aS well aS the

reader, a clearer overall
will

description

of the sample a"nd it

no doubt be of considerable value to Probation Services

and perhaps the Yukon Courts

"

The second objective \qas to establish

a rate of agree-

This was
ment between recommendations and dispositions.
accomplished by perforrning a simple cross tabular analysis of
these two variables once again employing the S.A.S. procedure. The results were compared rvith the results of previous
studies (Carter and WilkinS, Jarvis, l'[ctVilliams , Ford, Hagan,
Note was also made of

Thorpe and Pease, CurrY) .

the

of disagreement which enables the writer to
establish who is more punitive and who is more lenient the
Judge or the probation officer"
FinaIly, the relationships betrveen each of the extradirection

lega} and legal variables (independent variaþles) and the
presentence report recommendations (dependent variable) were
determined. At first it appeared that the sirnplest procedure
to follorv would again be a cross tabular analysis such as
Curry (1976) used in his study of one hundred and trventyeight male, Texan probationers. Although his sample is similar in size to the sample used in this study, Curry chose not
to control for legaI variables" It iS, of course, possible
to introduce contro] variables (legal variables) in a cross
tabular analysis; however, as

Hagan
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points out, "whenever the

tabular analyst needs to examine the simultaneous effects of
more than trvo or three independent variables,

run out of cases" (Hagan, L974: 63).

he is likely

Given the present

ple size the need for a more sophisticated

approach

to
sam-

became

obvious.

A review of the methodology employed by researchers
focusing upon the same question pointed out a number of
possible multivariate techniques. In their study of recommendations made to the court by mental health clinicians and
social workers, Holland and Johnson (L979 ) chose rnultiple

discriminate analysis.

By this method they were able to cal-

culate the effects of a collection

of interval

level indepen-

dent variables (race, previous offences, offence severity)
r nominal <lependent variable (recotnmendation). llolland
Johnson used

sample of five

hundred and fifty

on

and

subjects.

Hagan, iû his I974 study of the Alberta sentencing process,
chose path analysis.

By this technique à number of indepen-

dent variables (race, socioeconomic status, number of
charges, offence, prior record, perceived demeanor, perceived
success prospects ) are temporily ordered and displayed in a
diagram

"

This model not only illustrates

the relationship

between the independent variables and the dependent variables
but it also describes the
(recommendation, disposition),

amongst the independent variables themselves (I{agan , lg74: Ll2) . Hagan's sarnple consisted of Seven
interrelationship

2B

hunilred and sixty-one

probation

Another popular method of

officer

studying
is

amongst independent variables

rvhich Thornberry describes

analysis

questionnaires.

the interrelationship
Goodman's log-linear
as a

"multivariate

technique that can be used to assess the independent effect
of

a- nurnber of

independent varia"bles on

qualitative

dependent vari¿b1e"

qualitative

(Thornberry,

a

1979: 166).

Thornberry applied this model to a- sample of nearly ten
thousand young, male Philadelphia residents in an attempt to
"re-assess the effect that the social characteristics of the
offencler have on the severity of dispositions" (Thornberry,
7979:170)

.

Thomson and Zingraff

also

chose

Goodman's

log-linear analysiS in their study of eleven hundred and
ninety-four convicted armed robbers (Thomson and Zingtaff,
to test for higher order
1981 ) because of " its ability
relationships and its ability to reduce the complexity of
interpreting results" (Thomson and Zingraff, l9B1: 873).
Since the data in this study are basically qualitative
in nature, Goodrnan's approach naturally appeared to be the
appropriate route to follow. Horvever, keeping in mind the
large sample sizes available to Thornberry and to Thomson and
Zingranf, the writer was once again reminded that a- sample of
one hundred and forty-eight would result in cells of insigInstead, it was decided to employ
nificant proportion.
another multivariate technitlue for use with qualitative data,
29

a model developed by K" W" Taylor of the University of
Manitoba (Taylor and ChappelI, 1980). This model allorvs one

to use both qualitative dependent and independent variables
without having to resort to the use of dummy variables aS is
necessary in multiple regression analysis" And, unlike loglinear analysis, Taylor's moclel allows the use of a relatively small sample as is the case in this study. The procedures, in the words of the author, "are relatively sirnple to
c6mpute", "are applicable to any number of categori€S", and
"are intuitively more attractive than either illultivariate
Nominal Scale Analysis or log-linear analysis" (Taylor

and

Chappell, 1980: 94) "
Basically, this techniclue attempts to expla"in the variation in a dependent variable by cross-classifying the depen-

dent variable with the independent variables, individually
and in various combinations. Taylor points out that the end
result is comparable to that achieved through multiple regression and analysis of variance (Taylor and ChappeIl, 1980:
e3).
This proSram executed under s.A.s. guidelines,
two statistical

measures. First of alI,

sents the combined influence of all

the multiple repre-

the independent vari-

ables, together, on the dependent variable.
partial

produces

secondly, tþe

for each independent variable describes the effect of

that variable on the dependent variable,
30

rvith the other vari-

ables held constant.
three

coefficients

For both the multiple and the partial,
of

association

are produced: lambda,
coefficient

Goodman's Tau, and the contingent

uncertainty

(Taylor aud Chappell, 1980: 98-99)"

It was decided that all

three measures would be observed and reported in this study.
Since each of these coefficients is capable of giving a different picture of the relationships among the variables, it
that a comparison of all three rvould give a more
intuitively accurate measure of the strength of these relat ionships . As Taylor points out , " analysts v¿ho ernploy only

was felt

one measure of variation ancl its associated coefficient of
association risk the possibility of reporting as fact that
which may be largely an indirect description of the interac-

tion between a set of data and the methods of summarizing the
relationshì-ps among the observations" (Taylor aud ChappelI,
1980: 96 )

.
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CHAPTER

VI

Findi ngs
The present research is a study of whether or not racial

or other social biases influence the probation officer in the
formulation of presentence recommendations. A reporting of
the findings will include; a description of the study sample; a comparison of the sample rvith overall Yukon crime
the rate of agreement betleen the probation
statistics;
officer's recornmendations and final disposition; the bivariate analysis of the relationship betrveen the variables and
recommendation; and finally a multivariate analysis of the
relationship between the variables and recommendation.
First of all, since the results of tþe frequencies run
are not directty relevant to the hypotheses, the study variables will n.ot be described in full detail. They are, horvever, presented in Tables I through X (extralegal characteristics) and Tables XI through XVIII (lega1 characteristics).
Some of these variables have been Selected for comparison
rvith R.C.M.Police crime statistics for the same time period.
This will

help to place the sample in a total crime
perspective and to show just how representative

statistics
the sample is.

TABLE I

Race of One Hundred and Forty-eight Presentence
Report Subjects, 1980, \Vhitehorse

Percent

Race

Number

Native

B2

55 "4

Nonnative

66

44.6

148

100 .0

Total

TABLE

II

Age of One Hundred and Forty-ei

ght Presentence

Report Subjects, 1980, \[hitehorse

Number

Percent

16 to

1B

61

4L "2

19 to

OE
¿J

54

JO.D

over

o(

.-)

Total

.l

148

JJ

9r?

100.0

TABLE

TII

Sex of One Hundred and Forty-eight Presentence
Report Subjects, 1980, \l¡hitehorse

Number

Sex

MaIe
Female

Total

Percent

LZO

85.1

qo

L4.9

148

100"0

TABLE IV

One Hundred and Forty-eight Presentence
Report Subjects, 1980, lVhitehorse

Marital Status of

Status

Single/ Sepa-rated
Married/Common Law

TotaI

Number

Percent

t25

84.

5

oo
4.)

15 .5

148

100"0
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TABLE

V

Dependents of One Hundred and Forty-eight Presentence
RePort Subjects , 1980, Whitehorse

Percent

Denendents

Number

Dependents

2B

lB.9

120

81 .1

L48

100.0

bTo Dependents

Total

TABLE VI
and Forty-ei ght Presentence
1980, Whitehorse

Education Level of One Hundred
RePort

Subjects,

Number

Level

Percent

2

I"4

ElementarY

70

47 "3

High School

to

51.3

148

100.0

No Education

Tot

al

35

TABLE

VI]

Employment Status of One llundred and Forty-eight
Presentence Report Subj ects , 1980 , Whitehorse

Status

Number

Employed
Unemployed

Student

Total

Percent

o.)
¿z

2L "6

108

73.O

ö

5"4

L48

100,0

TABLE

VIII

Occupational Status of One Hundred and FortY-eight
Presentence Report Subjects, 1980, Whitehorse

Status

Number

Percent

No Occupation

72

48 "6

Labourer

54

36 .5

22

14 "9

l4B

100.0

Skilled and

Above

Total

36

TABLE IX

Income Level of One i{undred and Forty-eight Presentence
Report Subjects, 1980, Whitehorse

Level

Percent

Number

No Income
Some Income

Total

L20

Bt.1

2B

18.9

L48

100"0

TABLE

X

Alcohol/Drug Abuse Among One Hundred and Forty-eighty
Presentence Report Subjects, 1980, Whitehorse

Percent

Level

Number

Abuse

L22

82 "4

26

L7 .6

148

100.0

No Abuse

Total

37

TABLE XI

Type of Offences Committed by One Hundred and FortY-eight
Presente nce Report Subjects, 1980, Whitehorse

Percent

Number

Person

.)¿

2L "6

Property

6B

45 "9

Public Order

48

oq

TotaI

100 .0

T48

TABLE XI

I

Severity of Offences (as determined by maximum penalty under
the criminal code) Committed by Cne Ilundred and Forty-eight
Presentence RePort Subjects, 1980 , IVhi tehorse

Severit

Penal

t

Number

Percent

42

28.4

Two Years

DÃ

16 .9

Five to Ten Years

29

19.6

Fourteen Years

44

oon

Six

l'{onths

Li fe

Total

B

5.4

l48

100"0

TABLE

XIII

AIcohoI Related Offences of One Ilundred and Forty-eight
Presentence Report Subjects, 1980, Whitehorse

Al cohol

Number

Alcohol Related

LL4

77 "O

29

L9.6

Not Alcohol Related
Unknown

5

Total

Percent

748

2^

100.0

TABLE XIV

One l{undred and Forty-eight
Presentence Report Subjects, 1980, \{hi tehorse

Prior Criminal Record of

Record

Number

Percent

No Offences

59

39 .9

1 to 3 Offences

47

27 .7

Over 3 Offences

4B

2'A

148

100 "0

Total

39

TABLE

XV

Prior Probation History of One llundred and Forty-eight
Presentence Report Subjects, 1980, \Thi tehorse

Historv

Number

Percent

Probation History

79

No Probation HistorY

69

+o.o

148

100"0

TotaI

TABLE XVI
One Hundred and Forty-eight
1980, Whitehorse
Subjects,
Report
Presentence

Presiding Judge in the Cases of

Number

Percent

Judge

1

43

29.L

Judge

2

90

60 "8

Judge

3

r,)

o

2.O

72

8.1

148

100 .0

Justice of

Peace

Total

40

TABLE XVII

Defence Counsel for One Hundred and Forty-eight
Presentence Report Subjects, 1980, llhitehorse

Counsel

Number

Percent

Defence Counsel

BB

59.5

No Defence Counsel

60

40 .5

148

100 .0

Total

TABLE

XVIIi

Probation Officers Responsible for One Ilundred and Fortyeight Presentence Report Subjects, 1980, Whitehorse

Of f

icer

Number

icer 1
Officer 2
Off icer J
Officer 4
Off icer 5
Off ice r 6
Officer n
Office r B
Of f icer I

Off

2

Tot a1

1A

30

20.2

D9

L4.9

10

6.8

L7

11.5

I

4"7

26

,

Percent

L7

.6

J

2"O

31

20 "9

148

100 .0

4L

perNatives comprise fifty-five
cent of the samPle. However, R"C.N{.Police statistics indicate that Natives were char3ed with sixty-five percent of the
total offences committed in the Yukon during 1980 (RoYal
Canadian lt{ounted Police, "M" Division Uniform Crime RePort,
In the current

leBr

studY,

")

According to sex, males comprise eighty-five percent (JI
the sample and they represent eighty-four percent of all
criminal charges (Ibid, 19Bli 4)"
with respect to the type of offence (personal, property,
^c

public order) twenty-trvo percent of the sample were involved
in crimes against the person v¿hi1e R. C.M. Police f igures shorv
that personal crimes comprise only trvelve percent of al1
offences (Ibid, lg8l: f). Forty-five percent of the sarnple
were involved in crimes against property while R.C.M. Police
figures show that property crimes comprise thirty-six percent
of all offences (Ibid, 19Bl i 2) " Thirty-two percent of the
sa"mple were . involved in crimes against public order while
R.C.lr,l.Police figures shov¿ that public order crimes comprise
percent of all offences"
fifty-three
\l/ith regard to race, a discrepancy of ten percent between study figures and R"C.M"Police statistics can hardly be
The
construed aS overrepresentation in either direction.
Offence type does
figures for Sex are almost identical.
indicate a more significant degree of discrepaocY, particularly in the category of public order offences (twenty-one
percent dif ference). Horvever, some forty-trvo percent of

ffil

untue*x

--__.+
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public order offences fall under the Yukon Liquor Ordinance
and Seldom $rarrant presentence investigation ( Ibid, 198l
4) " The discrepancy found in the personal offences category
:

can be explained by the fact that the bench generally takes a"
more serious vierv of offences to the person and consequently

requires more input with regard to the accused. Suffice to
say that the sample used in this study is reasonably repreSentative of the overall 1980 crirne situation in the Yukon
Territory;

at least representative enough to warrant use

aS

a test base for the questions posed by my hypotheses"
The first such question posed, of course, pertained to
the rate of agreement between probation officer recommendations and judicial d,ispositions. Is the rate of agreement as
high as that found in other jurisdictions? Table XIX clearly
shows that the rate of agreement is indeed high in the Yukon
TerritorY.
.

Recommendations

for probation were met with eighty per-

cent agreement bY the Yukon bench. Recotnmendations against
probation (a combination of gaol and other) rvere met with

In the United States there
ninety-one Percent agreement.
appears to be a tendency for the probation officer to be
somewhat more punitive than the Judge (in cases of disagreement where the probation officer has recommended gaol and
Judge has orclered probation or à fine). Horvever, this study
has founcl that in the Yukon Territory, that trend is reversed
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È
È

I

r00
15

o.

Other
t

100
BO

16.3

Probation

Number Percent

TotaI

100

Number Percent

Probation

BB.7

Number Percent

Gaol

Disposition

Gaol

commendation

Cross-Classification of Probation Off icer Recommendations
bY Judicial Dispositions, 1980, Whitehorse

TABLE XIX

and in fact the Judge appears more punitive than the probation officer (in cases of disagreement where the probation

officer has recommended probation or a- fine and the Judge has
ordered gaol), more in keeping with the results of the
British Studies "
The rate of agreement in the current study was then com-

pared with the rate of agreement found in John Hagan's L974

Alberta study. As can be seen by the results presented in
Table XX, the rate of agreement for the categories of goal
and probation are almost the same in Alberta and the Yukon
Territory. The rate of agreement for the category of other
hi¿her in the Yukon Territory than in Alberta. Since
this latter category represents a variety of sentencing
options rvhich are vierved dif f erently in each jurisdiction,

is

much

the figures on this category can be expected to vary greatly
across the country.
Although it is unfortunate that there is not more
Canadian data with which to compare the results of this
study, the rate of agreement is clearly high enough to justify investigating whether or not the Yukon bench is receiving
accurate obiective presentence information.
The ctruestion of probation officer biases was considered
in two stages; first by crosstabular analysis and then by
multivariate analysis, both procedures according to S.A.S.
guidelines.
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80.0

82.2
66 "7

Pro'oat ion / Probat ion

Other/Other

('\Ð q)
o
ì7J O

BB.7

Percen

85"4

Alberta

Þercent

Jurisdiction

TerritorY (1980)

GaoI lGaoI

Agreement

Yukon

t

A Comparison of Rates of Agreernent Betrveen Alberta (Hagen, 1974) and

TABLE

Crosstabular analysis results v/ere first divided into
extralegal variables and legal variables and then a"nalyzed"

Table XXI describes the observed and adjusted coefficients
which show the relationship between each extralegal variable
and recommendations. Most of the relationships were so small
that they have been deemed unimportant aS in the cases of
race, àEê, sex, dependents, education, occupation, income and
alcohol/drug abuse. Holvever, slight to moderate relationships were detected in the cases of marital status (Tau :
.14) and employment status (Tau = '11).
One would intuitively expect that those offenders rvho
are married or maintaining a commonlaw relationship rnight
appear more socially stable and therefore more appropriate
candidates for a probation recommendation than their single/Separated counterparts. In fact, the opposite appears to be

the case in :n" Yukon Territory" The percentage figures for
marital status appear in Table XXII" Married/commonlaw offenders received a higher percentage of recommendations for gaol
G2.2% vs. 32.8%) and a" lower percentage of recommendations
for probation (3O.4% vs. 58.4%) than those in the single/separated category"

The percentage figures for employment status a"ppear in
Table XXIII. These figures appear to reflect more accurately

rvhat one might expect for this variable; that employed
offenders received fewer recommendations for gaol (25.O% vs'
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TABLE XXI

Cross-classification of Extralegal Variables
Recommendations, 1980, Whitehorse

and

Association:

cients

Uncertainty
RACE:

AGE:

SEX:

MARITAL:

Lambda

Tau

Coeff ic i ent

.00

minimum
maxirnum

adjusted

.00
.00
"75
"00

"02
.00
"68
"03

observed

"00

observed

-. 0l

adjusted

.00

.06

observed

.00
.00

.01

"50

minimum
maximum

,D

adjusted

.00

observed

.07
.00

o.)

.44
ôo

ô'l

.19
.08

.02

-"01

.19

1L*

.03
.00
.60
.05
"02
"00

.30
.05
"02

.00
.30

adjusted

.J.f

observed
minimum
maximum

.00
.00
o,
. aa
.00

- .01
-.01

.00
.00
.31
.00

observed

.00
.00

.00

-.02

.01
.00
.65
.01

.04
.00

adj usted
minimum
maximum

ENÍPLOYMENT:

.02

.00

maxirnum

EDUCATION:

.68
"02

minimurn
maximum

minimum

DEPENDBNTS:

-.01

NE
" l¿

.20
.00

adjusted

.00

.67
.03

observed

.00
.00

.03
- .01

minimum
maximum

AQ

adjusted

"00

* indicates significant relationshiP.
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"08

.J'

. +.J

.11*

.10

Table XXI cont'd
UncertaintY
Lambda
OCCUPATION:

observed
minimum
maximum

adj usted

INCO}ÍE:

ALCOHOL ABUSE:

observed

minimum
maximum

Tau

-.00
"02

"02
"00
"74
.02

.00
.00

-.00
-. 01

.01
.00

-"01
¡74

adjusted

.00

.20
"02

observed

.00
.00

-.00
-.01

.00

"19
"02

,9

adjusted
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ff icient

.00
.00
"78
"00

t9

minimum
maximum

Coe

el

"03
.01

.00
.30
.02

I

O

ur

I

I

Other

Total

Probation

Gaol

Recommendation

L25

100"0

Single / Separated

Number Percent
41
32 "B
73
58"4
11
B.B

Marital Status

100"0

77.4

30.4

'r2.2

Percent

Common Larv

Number
L2
7
4

Married/

Cross-Classif ication of Probation Of ficer Recommendations
by ìlarital Status , 1980, \t/hitehorse

TABLB XXI

I

I

F

(tt

ommendation

Other

Total

Probation

Gaol

XXIII

B
19
5
108

100.0

8,3

I

15.6

100.0

50"0
54

59.4

41"7

Percent
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Number

1o ment Sta

25.0

Number Percent

Employed

Em

00
7
\

100"0

12"5

87.5

Student

NumtrãF Percent

Cross-Classif ication of Probation Officer Recommendations
by Employment Status, 1980, \lhitehorse

TABLB

4l "T%) and à greater number of recommendations for probation
(59"4% vs 50"O%) than their unemployed counterparts. Also,
not surprisingly, [o students were recommended for gaol while

the majority of students (87.5%) were recommended for probation "
One of the extralegal variables rvhich showed almost no
relationship with recoinmendations (Tau = "02> but neverthe-

The percentage
less warrants further attention is race "
figures for race appear in Table XXIV. This table shows that
a slightly higher number of Native offenders were recommended
for gaol (4O"2% vs. 3O.3%) and that the number of Natives and
Nonnatives recommended for probation was virtually equal(b4.g% vs. 53"0%). The discrepency arises in the "other"
category where Nonnatives outnumbered Natives by more than
three to one (16"7% vs. 4"9%)" This difference appears to
stem from the fact that Nonnative offenders are more often in
a position to pay a" fine or make personal restitution prior
to final disposition, than their Native counterparts. Attention is pa-id to race at this point because this variable is
central to one of the hypotheses of this study.
Table xxv describes the observed and adjusted coefficients v¿hich show the relationship betleen each legal variable
and recorrunendations. In the cases of offence type, alcohol
related offence, presiding Judge, and probation officer, I€lationships rvith recommendations were so srnall that they were
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I

C.)

c¡

I

ion

Other

Total

Probation

GaoI

Recommendat

100 .0

Native

tlumber Percent
40.2
33
45
54 "9
4
4.9

by Race, 1980, lvhitehorse

Cross-Classification of Probation Officer

TABLE XXIV

100"0

L6 "7

53.0

30.3

\o_q!a!!ve
Percent

Number
20
35
11

Recommendations

TABLE XXV

Cross-classification of Legal
Variables and Recommendations
Coefficients

VãrTãbl[e:

Lambda
OFFENCE TYPE:

observed

minimum
maximum

adjusted

OFFENCE SEVERITY:

observed

minimum
maximum

adjusted

ALCOHOL OFFENCE:

observed

minimum
maximum

adjusted

PRIOR RECORD:

PRIOR PROBATION:

DEFENCE COUNSEL:

PROBATION OFFICER:

-.

.09
.00
.81
.11

-"03

"00
.00

-"01

"20

minimum
maximum
adj usted

.00
.50

observed

"07
.00

A1

minimum
maximum

.80
.10

adjust--d

PRBSIDING JUDGE:

.00
.00
.60
.00

.00

observed

observed

ot Assoctatron:
UncertaintY
Tau
Coeff icient
"02

01

.59
.05

"l(

.00

"L2
.01

1.)*

.30
"04
.10

-"01

.50
. lB+

-.01

* indicates significant relationship.
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t lZ¿

.05
.00

.01
.00

.09
.00
.90
.10

.07
.00
.60
lr)

.04

.09*

observed

observed

.V¿)
^.)

.70

-.01

-.02

mlnr-mum
maximum
adj us ted

.00
.40

.04
.00
.70
.06

.05

minimurn
maximum
adj usted

"70
"02

.10
.00

"06
.75

.o4
.00
.85
,05

minimum
maximum
adj usted

.05
"00
.64
.08

.80
"

l0*

"05

.60
.10x
.00

-"06

"82
.07

"80
.06

.06
.00
.60
"10
.07
.01
.85
.08

deemed unimportant,

to moderate relation-

However, slight

Ships were <letected in the cases of prior criminal record
(Tau = "1S); offence severity (Tau = .12); defence (Tau =
.10); and prior probation (Tau = "09).
The percentage figures for prior criminal record appear
" As one rvould expect, the fiSures clearly show
that the greater the number of previous convictions ' the
greater the likelihood of a recommendation for gaol, particu-

in Table

XXVI

ivhen the prior record involved four or more convictions

larly

(22% vs. 26"8% vs. 60"4%)" Similarly

the fewer the number of

previous convictions the greater the likelihood of a recomrvhen the prior record
mendation for probation, particularly
involved

less

than four

(66"L% vs.

convictions

6L% vs.

ôø \
^ô
ÕÕ.J/o).

The percentage figures

for offence severity

appear in

Table XXVII. Quite simply, the figures reveal that the more
serious the offence, the greater the likelihood of a recommendation for gaol (21"4% vs.

24% vs 4r.4% vs.

43.2% vs.

87 "5%).

The percentage figures
TaÌ:le

XXVI I

deceiving.

I.

for

defence counsel appear in

The def ence counsel

At first

glance it

f

igures are

somervhat

rvould appear that obtaining

counsel and retained counsel)
resulted in a recommenclation for gaol nearly three times as
of ten as rvhen no counsel was involved (47 "77o vS. 18.3%) ' One

counsel

(both

legal-aid
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I

I

o)

c¡

Other

Total

Probation

Gaol

Recommendation

13
39
7
¿.)
5

ll.9
100.0

61 " 0

c)E

66.1

100 .0

L2 "2

26 "B

11

Number

Percent

0-3 Offences

Recor

22.O

No Offences
Number Percent

Prior Criminal

J

16

DCì

Number

Percent

100"0

o.J

.)J.J

60"4

Over 3 Offences

Cross-Classification of Probation Officer Reconimendat ions
by Prior Criminal Record, 1980, Whitehorse

TABLE XXVI

I

u
\ì

I

Other

Total

Probation

Gaol

Recommendation

9
23
10
100.0

23 "B

54.8

21"4

[4onths
Number Percent

6

6
18
I
100"0

4.0

72.O

24"O

Number Percent

2 Years

L2
t4
3

t-00.0

10.3

48.3

41"4

19
24
L

100"0

2"3

54.5

43 "2

14 Years
Number Percent

veri t

5-10 Years
Number Percent

off

Cross-Classf icat ion of Probation Officer Recommendations by
Offence Severity, 1980, Whitehorse

TABLE XXVII

7
1
00

Life

100 .0

12 " 5

87"5

Number Percent

I

co

('¡

I

Other

Total

Probation

GaoI

Recommendation

Counsel

100"0

Uumber Percent
42
47 .7
4L
46 "6
5
5.7

10

39

11

100.0

L6 "7

65 .0

18.3

No Counsel
Percent
Number

Defence Counsel

Cross-Classification of Probation Officer Recommendations
by Defence Counsel, 1980, ivhitehorse

TABLE XXVIII

has to take into account that defence counsel is generally
only deemed essential in more serious cases rvhich would likely demand a more Severe penalty.

In a Sense, defence counsel

variable for offence
might be considered a substitute
severity, and for this reason will not be included in the
later multivariate
Finally,

analysis"

the percentage figures

for

prior

probation

appear in Table XXIX. Again, âS one would expect, offenders
to be
with a prior probation history were more likely
for gaol (48"L% vs. 2L"7%) than offenders with no
those offenders
Similarly,
probation involvement "

recornmended

prior

to

having had no prior probation contact were more likely

be

recommended for probation (68.I% vs. 4L"B%)"

A brief
brings

review of the crosstabular

to attention

relationship
of these
ment status)

six

variables

analysis

results

rvhich shorv a notable

to the probation of f icer's recomrrìendations" Two
extralegal variables (marital status and employand the remaining four

are lega1 variables

criminal record, offence severity, defence counsel,
Conspicuously absent from this list of
and prior probation).
(prior

significant

variables

are otirer extralegal

variables

which

one might have expected to shorv a" Stronger relationship to
recommendationS such aS race, Sex, âB€, and perhapS educatiOn
or income. On the other hand, one of the significant extralegal variables, marital status, showed signs of a relation
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o

I

ndat ion

Other

Total

Probation

Gaol

Recomm

100"0

Prior Probation
Number Percent
48.1
38
4l- .8
33
10.r
B

10"2

-I

100 .0

68 .1

2L.7
47

l-5

No Prior Probation
Percent
Number

Prior Probation Histo

Cross-Classification of Probation Of f icer Recolnmendations
by Prior Probation HistorY, 1980, Whitehorse

TABLE XXIX

ship in the opposite direction of what one mi¿ht have
logically predicted" In order to shed rnore light on the
crosstabulation results it was necessary to follow them up
with a more sophisticated statistical method. A multivariate
approach as described earlier in this study would taÌ<e into
account the interaction among the independent variables themselves and also place the legal variables in the proper perspective. Hence, the second stage in addressing the question
of probation officer biases was undertaken.
Seven independent variables were chosen for analysis
according to Taylor's rnultivariate method. Four of these
were extralegal variables (race, sex, marital status and
employment status) while the remaining three were legal variables (prior criminal record, offence severity, and prior
probation). As explained under the crosstabulation findings
section of this study, race was included because it Serves as

the basis of the second hypothesis of this study. Sex was
crosstabular relationchosen, even though it shorved little
ship, simply because it is an elementary extralegal variable
which one might expect to change under a more sophisticated
analysis. Marital status and employment status were both
included because they showed the highest degrees of association of all the extralegal variables. The legal variables of
prior criminal record, offence severity, and prior probation
were chosen because they all showed a moderate relationship
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with recommendations. As explained earlier, defence counsel
was excluded from the multivariate procedure"
These seven variables were entered into the multivariate
model. The results describe the effect of each variable on
recommendation, taking into consideration its relationship
with the six other independent variables. For the purposes
of the second and third hypotheses in this study, this
enabled the researcher to determine the effect of a
particular extralegal variable while controlling for the
legal varia"bles (as well as the additional extralegal
variables).
Table XXX presents the multiple (Tau = .52). .This indicates that the seven variables under consideration together

account for half of the variation in the variable recommetldation.

Table XXXI presents the partial associations for the
same variables.
of the three legal variables, the relationships of prior
crj-mina1 record and prior probation to recommendations were
seen to decrease in strength (prior criminal record bivariate
Tau = . lB, multivariate Tau = .05; prior probation bivariate
Tau = .09, multivariate Tau = "05). Horvever, the relationship between offence severity and recommendations increased
measurably (bivariate Tau = .I2, multivariate Tau : .18)
making it clearly the most influencial of aIl legal vari-
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TABLE XXX

tr{uItiple Association of Four Extralegal and
Three Legal Variables ivith Recommendations, 1980, \¡/hitehorse
COEFFICIENTS OF ASSCCIATION

Lambda
MULT

IPLE

:

Uncertainty

Coef

Tau

ficients

.>

observed

.60

oïJ

"62

minimurt

.00

-.L7

"25

maximum

1" 00

I .00

.61

Ër)

adj usted

,,1

1

.00
"50

TABLE XXXI

Partial Association of Four Extralegal and
Three Legal Variables with Recommendations, l-980, Whitehorse
COEFFICIENTS OF ASSOCIATION

Lambda

Uncertainty
Coef

Tau

ficient

RACE:

.04

.04

.06

SEX:

"07

.05

.05

MARITAL STATUS:

.06

.03

.03

EMPLOYMENT STATUS:

.10

.11

*

OFFENCE SEVERITY:

"21

.18

*

PRIOR RECORD:

"05

.05

"05

PRIOR PROBATION:

"04

.05

.05

x indicates significant

relationship.

cl.1

"12

.18

s

ables

"

of the four extralega"I variables, the relationships of
race and sex to recommendations remain weak (race bivariate
Tau = ,o2, multivaria"te Tau = .o4; sex bivari-ate Tau = .08,
multivariate Tau = .05).
The relationship between marital status and recommendations,
shorvn by the crosstab results, is reduced markedly when the
lega1 va-riables are controlled for (bivariate Tau = .L4,
multivariate Tau : "03). On the other hand, the relationship
between employment status and recornmendations remained constant (bivariate Tau = " 11, multivariate Tau = . ff ) . Therefore, when the 1egal variables a:t"e controlled for employment
status remains aS the only extralegal variable which appears
to influence the probation officer's
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recommendation"

CHAPTER

VII

Summary and Conclusions

The main subject of this study was the Yukon proþation

officer.

The purpose of the research was to investigate the

role played by the probation officer in the final sentencing
process in an attempt to determine to rvhat degree and in what
direction the probation officer is able to influence the
Sentencing Judge through presentence report recommendations.
Based upon a reviel,v of existing Iiterature

relevant to

the subject and observations of the Criminal Justice System
aS it operates in the Yukon Territory, three hypotheses were
derived as follor'¡s:

(r) A high rate of

agreement exists betrveen presentence

recommendations and judicial

dispositions

in the

Yukon TerritorY.

(2)

Some measure of racial

presentence
officers

(3)

bias can be found in the

recommendations made by

probation

in the Yukon TerritorY.

of other social biases can be found in
the presentence recommendations made by probation
officers in the Yukon TerritorY.
Some measure

Data were collected

from one hundred and forty-eight

presentence reports, alI of rvhich were ordered and presented
(J rJ

in the Yukon Territory during the year 1980.
This information was sul:jected to both bivariate analysis (S.P"S.S.,S"A"S" ) and multivariate analysis (S.A.S" )
After comparing the hypotheses formulated for the purpose of this study lvith its results, the follorving conclu-

sions were reached.
Regarcling the first
Yukon Territory

hypothesis, there does exist in the

a high rate of agreement between presentence

recommendations and judicial

dispositions.

Further, the

exact percentage figures which support this statement were
alrnost identical to rate of agreement figures for the I974
Alberta studY (Hagan, L974>. Hence the first hYPcthesis of
this study is supported"
With respect to the second hypothesis concerning race,
it must be stated that no significant measure of racial bias
the presentence recommendations made by
probation officers in the Yukon Territory" Even though the
figures showed that the relationship between race and

was found

recommendations increased slightly

when the legal variables

rvere controlled (bivariate Tau = .O2, multivariate Tau =
,04), this relationship was much too slight to be deemed of

importance.6 Thus the second hypothesis is reiected.
6

The level of Significance in any study is of course a
It is generally accepted, however, that
relative figure.
regiStering less than .1 be considered
relationships
insignificant "
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Finally, it must be stated that some measure of other
social bias was found in the presentence recommendations rnade
The bias
by probation officers in the Yukon Territory.
exi-sted in the area of employment status (bivariate Tau =
.11, multivariate Tau = "11), however, this other social bias
on the part of Yukon probation officers need not be vierved
negatively. In fact, if this variable was viewed in terms of
the probation officer placing a premium on gainful employment
rather than merely a- penalty on unemployment, the other
social bias found in this study could be construed as positive and constructive" Nevertheless, the third hypothesis is
supported

"

From a theoretical perspective, the current study has

taken the confl ictl pluralist approach to the problem of
It has
Native overrepresentation in official statis.tics.
examined one "agent of the criminal justice SyStem" that
appears to play an important role in the legal decision
making process and appears to have absolved this single agent
of direct blame for the current overrepresentation problem,
(Forslund, 1970: 276). However, the question can not be
Probation officers may well
exhibit racial and other social biases in any number of iob
related functions, other than the preparation of presentence
reports. Moreover, bias has been discovered in numerous
studies focusing upon other singular agents of the criminal
justice system such as the police (Btack and Reiss, L97O);

answered quite that simply.
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(Lundman

, 1979); the prosecutor

sel (V/heeler

a"nd lVheeler

and Johnson , L979) "

, L979); defence coun, 1980 ) ; and social workers (Johnson
(Rubin

The present research has merely pointed

out that a relatively small group of probation officers,
operating in one jurisdiction in Canada, are able to perform
one of their functions, albeit a very important function, io

an unbiased fashion" Consequently the results of this par-

ticular study can lend no support to the conflict/pluralist
school of thought. In fact these data tend to imply that, in
the Yukon Territory, overrepresentation may well be à
function of greater criminal activity rather than
bias, more inkeeping with modern consesus theory.
Since very little

system

Canadian research has focused upon the

role in the overall justice system, the
findings of this research must be viewed in the light of John

probation officer's

Hagan's I974. Alberta StudY"

Basically

these two investiga-

tions have reached the same conclusions.
First

of all

the rate of agreement between recommenda-

tions ancl dispositions

appears to be almost the Same in both

Alberta and the Yukon Territory.
are stightty
population
Territory,

more punitive
differences

1ikely

and the

The fact that Yukon judges

stems from the relative
fact

that

judges tend to become more familiar

the

in

Yukon

with recidi-

vists and tend to deal with them more realistically.

SecondIy, both studies concluded that certain legal
6B

and previous record have

variables Such as offence severity
the

greatest

reconmendations

influence

over

the

probation

officer's

"

Although there is a difference

between the two studies

rvith regard to racial bias (current study = "O4;

Haga"n study

= .2O), one must keep in mind the fact that different methods
of analysis were employed so that these figures cannot be

Future research might well subject
Hagan's data to Taylor's multivariate approach to See if the

compared absolutelY.

1evel of racial bias Persists.
Finally, both lIagan's work and the present study point
out the need for further Canadian research in this area"
The obvious limitations of the current research stem
from the size and nature of the sample employed. Ideally, in
order to gain a- national perspective in any study, a national
Sample is desirable.

One runs the risk that perhaps these

d.ata (the same applies to Hagan's data) are not representa-

tive of the whole Canadian situation.
The overrepresentation of certain racial and socioeconmic groups in Canadian prisons continues, and the Yukon
the overall Canadian trend'
However, for rvhatever social and legal reasons such individ-

Territory

statistics

uals are officially

reflect

overrepresented, Yukon Probation Services

do not appear fundamentally responsible. For all of the
influencial powers that probation officers rvield within the
69

j udicial

system of the Yukon Territory,

they appear to

their duties responsibly, providing the courts with
valuable soc iolegal offender profiles in the form of
approach

obj ective presentence reports

"
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APPENDIX

1

PRESENTENCB REPORT OUTLINE GUIDE

Docket #
Date of Request
PRE_SENTENCE REPORT
NAN{E:

BIRTHDATE:
BIRTHPLACE:
ADDRESS:

OFFENCE:

(State sources of informat ion here )
State the offence( s) and the Sect ions of the
Criminal Code,

PLEA:

Guilty/NotGuilty.
here.

BACKGROUND:

EDUCATION:

If represented bY counsel, state

(State sources of information here)
âûV information
Father: name , ã28, occupation,amilY
is living
as io ikrether the f
etc.
together,
Mother: state same information as above.
family members, their agesJ
Siblings: list
marital status, occupations or school
level. State any information you may
have on how the familY gets along
within the familY unit.
Any Stepfather/Stepmother/etc. relationships can
be listed here too.
(State sources of inforrnation here)
AIso, an
List level of education attained.
scllools
the
by
and
subject
by
the
assessment
-(if
põõsi¡fe and- availablé) on what type of student
problems r allY
ine subject was, any disciplil.*"y
intends
subject
the
not
or
whêther
and
ii"ancv,
to continue his education.
IL

Appendix 1 - Cont'd"
EMPLOYII{ENT:

(

State sources of information

employers)

here,

including

"

State subject's present employment and previous
employrnent, including length of service o! jobs.
If^you have assessments of his rvork by employers,
put that in too.
[{ARITAL:

State current marital status, and any previous
marriages. Children of the subject can be listed
here.

HEALTH:

State current health of the subject, including
any alcohol problems " Also state rvhether there
injury or illness in the
haê been ant serious
past. If you have verified subject's information
by talking rvith a doctor, Put that in here too"

LEISURE TIME:

State any interest in hobbies, sports , organLzations, etc., to give an idea of how the subject
spends his leisure time.
FINANCES:

Assets:
Debts:

State if possible,
financial position.

resume

on

the subject's

FUTURE PLANS:

What are the subject's plans for the future
another iob? More schooling? etc. etc.
PREVIOUS COURT APPEARANCES

:

State date, location,
position "

(State source here)
char¿e, section,

and dis-

ASSESSMENT:

containing a
Your assessment of the subject, gathered,
his
orma-tion
inf
resLrme of all the
and what he is doing
attitudes and future plans
State aIso, if
his future plans.
to fulfil
ygu-m?!iP:
sinc-ere?
impresses
possible, how he
effort
irtative? con artist? alcohol problem?
to overcome problems that may have got him in
trouble with the larv PreviouslY?

Appendix 1 - Cont'd"
RECOM¡.{ENDAT I ON

:

Based on inforrnation gathered, your assessment,
etc. state your recommendation to the Court here.

Respectfully submitted,

Prol¡ation
SOURCES

OF INFORMATION:

List all sources of information here.
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APPENDIX 2
DATA COI,LESIICN SHMT

NA\ß:

(2)

RACE: (1) Native

AGE: (1) 16 thru

19

I\Tonnative

(2) I9 thru 25

(3) 26 thru

Lrighest

(2) Feru.le _
(2) It4arried/C.L.
IvIARIT.AL SIATUS: (1) Singfe/Separated/Divorced
(2) ItIo
DPH{DB}flIS: (l) Yes
(3) High School
(2) Elenentary
EDUCATION: (1) No Education
(3) Student
(2) IJnemployed
BMPI-OYI\ffi{T: (1) frnployed
(2) l,abourer
OæUPATION: (l) No Occupation
(3) Skilled and Above
(2) Sorne Inc<¡ne
INCOI\IE: (f ) No Inconre
(2) No
AI-COHOL/DRUG ABUSE: (1) Yes

Sffi: (1) I'ble

OFFfl{CE:

(3) [brats
(2) koprty
(4) Public EF
(2) 2 Years
OFFENICE SEVERITY: (1) 6 ilbnths
- Year6- Yearõ(5) Life.
(4) L4
(si s-ro
(3) Unknown
(2) No
AI-COHOL RBLATÐ OFFff\TCE: (1) Yes
(2) f-3 Ûffences
CRII\íINAL RECORD: (1) 0 Offences
(3) Over 3 Effiðes
(2) No
PRIOR PROBATION: (1) Yes
(3) Judge 3
pRESrDrNc JUDGB: (1) Judge 1 _
(2) Judge 2
(4) J.P.
(2) No
DEFENCE COLINSE'L: (l) Yes
PROBATION OFFICER: (1) P.o.1 (2) P.o"2 (q) P.g"q
(¿) p.o.a (5) P.o.5 (6) P.o.6
(7) P"O"7 (B) P"O.B (e) P.O.e
(3) Other
(2) Probation
tìEClù,firffi.IDATroN: (1) Gaol

OFFENCE

TYPE: (1) Person

DISPOSITIOII:

(1) Gaof

(3) Other

(2) trrobation
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